In previous work, we have introduced a contract-based realizability checking algorithm for assume-guarantee contracts involving infinite theories, such as linear integer/real arithmetic and uninterpreted functions over infinite domains. This algorithm can determine whether or not it is possible to construct a realization (i.e. an implementation) of an assumeguarantee contract. The algorithm is similar to k-induction model checking, but involves the use of quantifiers to determine implementability.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of automated synthesis of reactive systems using from propositional specifications is a very well studied area of research [1] . By definition, the problem of synthesis entails the discovery of efficient algorithms able to construct a candidate program that is guaranteed to comply with the predefined specification. Inevitably, the related work on synthesis has tackled several sub-problems, such as that of function and template synthesis, as well as the weaker problem regarding the implementability, or otherwise, realizability of the specification.
In a similar fashion, a collaboration between Rockwell
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. Collins and the University of Minnesota has focused on designing tools that provide compositional proofs of correctness [2, 3, 4, 5] . In the context of synthesis, we recently introduced a decision procedure for determine the realizability of contracts involving infinite theories such as linear integer/real arithmetic and/or uninterpreted functions that is checkable by any SMT solver that supports quantification [6] . Furthermore, in [7] we formally proved the soundness of our checking algorithm using the Coq interactive theorem prover. The realizability checking procedure is now part of the AGREE reasoning framework [2] , which supports compositional assume-guarantee contract reasoning over system architectural models written in AADL [8] .
While checking the realizability of contracts provided us with fruitful results and insight in several case studies, it also worked as solid ground towards the development of an automatic component synthesis procedure. The most important obstacle initially, was the inability of the SMT solver to handle higher-order quantification. Fortunately, interesting directions to solving this problem have already surfaced, either by extending an SMT solver with native synthesis capabilities [9] , or by providing external algorithms that reduce the problem by efficient quantifier elimination methods [10] .
The main contribution of this paper is the implementation of a component synthesis algorithm for infinite theories, using specifications expressed in assume-guarantee contracts. The algorithm heavily relies on our previous implementation for realizability checking, but also takes advantage of a recently published skolemizer for ∀∃-formulas, named AE-VAL. The main idea in this implementation is to effectively extract a Skolem relation that is essentially, a collection of strategies, that can directly lead to an implementation which is guaranteed to comply to the corresponding contract.
In Section 2 we provide the necessary background definitions from our previous work on realizability checking. Section 3 presents our approach to solving the synthesis problem for assume-guarantee contracts using theories. Finally, in Section 4 we give a brief historical background on the related research work on synthesis, and we report our conclusions and upcoming future work in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES
In the remainder of the paper, we endeavor to solve a synthesis problem for assume-guarantee contracts involving infinite theories. Formally, an implementation is a set of valid initial states I and transition relation T that implements the 2016 4th FME Workshop on Formal Methods in Software Engineering contract. In this section, we introduce the necessary formal machinery to talk about realizations of an assume-guarantee contract.
Example
As an illustrative example, consider the contract specified in Figure 1 . The component to be designed consists of two inputs, x and y and one output z. If we restrict our example to the case of integer arithmetic, we can see that the contract assumes that the inputs will never have the same value, and requires that the component's output is a Boolean whose value depends on the comparison of the values of x and y. One can easily prove that an implementation able to satisfy the contract is possible. The same though does not apply in the case where we omit the assumption from our original contract. Given no constraints over the values that the inputs can take, we have a case where the implementation may behave in an inconsistent manner regarding the value of z, thus making the violation of the guarantees possible. In the first case, the contract is realizable, but in the second, we cannot find an implementation that can provide us with an output that satisfies the contract guarantees, for any valid input. These contracts are considered to be unrealizable.
Formal Definitions
We use the types state and inputs to describe a state and the set of inputs in the system, respectively. We define a transition system as a pair (I, T ), where I is the set of initial states, of type state → bool and T is the transition relation, of type state → inputs → state → bool.
A contract in this context is defined by its assumptions and guarantees. The assumptions A impose constraints over the inputs, while the guarantees are further decomposed into the pair (GI , GT ) with GI describing the valid initial states for the system, and GT specifying the new states to which the system may transition, given a specific state and input. Note that we do not necessarily expect that a contract would be defined over all variables in the transition system, but we do not make any distinction between internal state variables and outputs in the formalism. This way, we can use state variables to, in some cases, simplify statements of guarantees.
Given the above, we expressed realizability as follows. A state s is viable if, starting from s, the transition system is capable of continuously responding to incoming valid inputs. Alternatively, s is viable if the transitional guarantee GT infinitely holds, given valid inputs. As such, viability is defined coinductively:
Using the definition of viable, a contract is realizable if and only if
To use this coinductive formula in a model checking framework, we had to further massage the definition into one that resembles the principle of k-induction. As such, the base step of the induction ensures that given a state, GT can keep responding to valid inputs for at least n steps in the future. We call this state finitely viable, written V iablen(s):
On the other hand, the inductive step checks whether a path starting from a finitely viable state can be further extended one-step. We call states that build such paths extendable, written Extendn(s):
Considering these underapproximations, the algorithm is split into two separate checks. For the BaseCheck, we ensure that there exists an initial finitely viable state,
while the ExtendCheck tries to prove that all valid states are extendable.
Due to the definition of finite viability containing 2n quantifier alternations, we can not practically use BaseCheck as the current SMT solvers struggle solving formulas of such structure. Therefore we finally proposed a simplified version of BaseCheck, which essentially tries to prove that all initial states are extendable for any k ≤ n.
Even though the simplified definition is more simple for an SMT solver to process, it comes with a cost, as it introduces cases of realizable contracts that are considered to be unrealizable from the algorithm. To the extent of our experiments, such a case has yet to be met, as it inherently requires the user to purposely define contracts of such behavior.
SYNTHESIS FROM CONTRACTS
With a sound implementation of the realizability checking algorithm at hand, the next step was to tackle the more interesting problem of synthesis, i.e. the automated derivation of implementations that would be safe in terms of satisfying the constraints defined by the component's contract. The intuition behind solving the synthesis problem in our context relies on finding a set of initial states I and a transition relation T that would satisfy the requirements specified in the contract. Unfortunately, the lack of power in SMT solvers in terms of solving formulas that contain higher-order quantification immediately ruled out the prospect of using one as our primary synthesis tool. Therefore, an alternative work from Fedyukovich et al. [10, 11] on a skolemizer for ∀∃-formulas on linear integer arithmetic was chosen to be used as a means of extracting a witness that could directly be used in component synthesis.
The tool, called AE-VAL is using the Model-Based Projection technique in [12] to validate ∀∃-formulas, based on Loos-Weispfenning quantifier elimination [13] . As part of the procedure, a Skolem relation is provided for the existentially quantified variables of the formula. The algorithm initially distributes the models of the original formula into disjoint uninterpreted partitions, with a local Skolem relation being computed for each partition in the process. From there, the use of a Horn-solver provides an interpretation for each partition, and a final global Skolem relation is produced.
The idea behind our approach to solving the synthesis problem is simple. Consider the checks 7 and 6 that the realizability checking algorithm is using. BaseCheck' is still necessary for the synthesis problem to ensure that all initial states in the problem are valid. ExtendCheck on the other hand can be further used in actually synthesizing implementations. The check tries to prove that every valid state in our system is extendable, i.e. all states can be starting points to paths that comply to the system contract, and furthermore are extendable by one step:
which can be rewritten:
Such a formula is exactly what is required by a ∀∃ solver such as AE-VAL in order to produce the witness for the existential variables s . AE-VAL solves this formula by providing an assignment for each existential variable in a piecewise relation based on a partitioning based on assignments to the universal variables. In other words, by examining a bounded history of the state and input variable values in the contract (the universally quantified variables in Formula 8), we determine the next values of the state variables. An example of a portion of this partitioning is shown in Figure 3 . In other words, the Skolem relation contains, starting from a valid initial state of variables, strategies in terms of how the new state is selected, in such a way, that the contract is not violated.
Thus, we can construct the skeleton of an algorithm as shown in Figure 2 . We begin by creating an array for each input and history variable up to depth k, where k is the depth at which we found a solution to our realizability algorithm. In each array, the zeroth element is the 'current' value of the variable, the first element is the previous value, and the (k − 1)'th value is the (k − 1)-step previous value. We then generate witnesses for each of the BaseCheck' instances of successive depth using the AE-VAL solver to describe the initial behavior of the implementation up to depth k. This process starts from the memory-free description of the initial state (GI ). There are two 'helper' operations: update array history shifts each array's elements one position forward (the (k − 1)'th value is simply forgotten), and 
Synthesis Example
As an example that demonstrates the process, consider the contract created for a mode controller in a simple microwave model of 260 lines of code that was used as one of the base case studies in [6] . The controller has four inputs, start which is used to indicate whether the microwave is at an initial state or not, clear that is used as a stop signal for the system, seconds to cook as a countdown timer and door closed as an indicator that the microwave's door is closed or not. The controller returns the current state of the microwave's mode using cooking mode. The contract consists of one assumption and nine guarantees, which are shown below informally, as well as formally in AADL. A library named defs is used to define auxiliary functions, such as rising edge() which returns "true" when the corresponding signal is at its rising edge, and initially true() which is used to check a variable's value at the component's initial state.
MC Assumption -seconds to cook is greater than or equal to zero.
seconds_to_cook >= 0;
MC Guarantee-0 -The range of the cooking mode variable shall be [1..3] .
cooking_mode >= 1 and cooking_mode <= 3;
MC Guarantee-1 -The microwave shall be in cooking mode only when the door is closed.
is_running => door_closed;
MC Guarantee-2 -The microwave shall be in setup mode in the initial state.
(defs.initially_true(start)) => is_setup; MC Guarantee-3 -At the instant the microwave starts running, it shall be in the cooking mode if the door is closed. (defs.rising_edge(is_running) and not door_closed) => is_suspended;
MC Guarantee-5 -At the instant the clear button is pressed, if the microwave was cooking, then the microwave shall stop cooking.
(defs.rising_edge(clear) and is_cooking) => not is_cooking;
MC Guarantee-6 -At the instant when the clear button is pressed, if the microwave is in suspended mode, it shall enter the setup mode.
(defs.rising_edge(clear) and is_suspended) => is_setup;
MC Guarantee-7 -If suspended, at the instant the start key is pressed the microwave shall enter cooking mode if the door is closed.
(defs.rising_edge(start) and is_suspended and door_closed) => is_cooking;
MC Guarantee-8 -If seconds to cook = 0, microwave will be in setup mode. The contract is then translated from AADL into an equivalent Lustre program that is then given as input to the JKind model checker [14] , where our realizability algorithm is implemented as a separate feature. From JKind, the Lustre specification is further translated into the SMT-LIB v2 format. In reality, the program is split into two different processes that run in parallel and correspond to the checks 6 and 7 that our synthesis algorithm is using. Considering the fact that the contract is realizable, we impose the negation of our target ∀∃-formula as a query to the AE-VAL skolemizer during the last step of ExtendCheck. AE-VAL responds that the original formula can be satisfied, and provides a Skolem relation, a part of which is shown in Figure 3 .
As seen in Figure 3 , the Skolem relation is composed of nested if-then-else blocks, which indicate the possible valid transitions the implementation can follow given a specific state, without violating the contract. Each variable appearing in the conjuncts of the relation is named uniquely after the state that it refers to, using the $X postfix, where X is an integer. In addition to each state's variables, we keep track of whether each state is initial using the variable %init.
The structure of the Skolem relation is simple enough to translate into a program in a mainstream language. We need implementations that are able to keep track of the current state variables, the current inputs, as well as some history about the variable values in previous states. This can easily be handled, for example, in C with the use of arrays to keep record of each variable's k last values, and the use of functions that update each variable's corresponding array to reflect the changes following a new step using the transition relation.
RELATED WORK
The problem of program synthesis was first expressed formally in the early 1970s [15] as a potentially important area of study and research. Pnuelli and Rosner use the term implementability in [16] to refer to the problem of synthesis for propositional LTL. Additionally, the authors in [16] proved that the lower-bound time complexity of the problem is doubly exponential, in the worst case. In the following years, several techniques were introduced to deal with the synthesis problem in a more efficient way for subsets of propositional LTL [17] , simple LTL formulas ( [18] , [19] ), as well as in a component-based approach [20] and specifications based on other temporal logics ( [21] , [22] ), such as SIS [23] .
In 2010, a survey from Sumit Gulwani described the directions that future research will focus on, towards the road of fully automated synthesis of programs [1] . The approaches that have been proposed are many, and differ on many aspects, either in terms of the specifications that are being exercised, or the reasoning behind the synthesis algorithm itself. On the one hand, template-based synthesis [24] is focused on the exploration of programs that satisfy a specification that is refined after each iteration, following the basic principles of deductive synthesis. Inductive synthesis, on the other hand, is an active area of research where the main goal is the generation of an inductive invariant that can be used to describe the space of programs that are guaranteed to satisfy the given specification [25] . This idea is mainly supported by the use of SMT solvers to guide the invariant refinement through traces that violate the requirements, known as counterexamples. Recently published work on extending SMT solvers with counterexample-guided synthesis shows that they can eventually be used as an alternative to solving the problem under certain domains of arithmetic [9] .
Finally, an interesting and relevant work has been done regarding the solution to the controllability problem using in [26] [27] and [28] , which involves the decision on the existence a strategy that assigns certain values to a set of controllable activities, with respect to a set of uncontrollable ones.
Our approach relies on the idea of extracting programs that satisfy the constraints from the proof of their realizability that is produced by a sophisticated theorem prover. The proof itself is provided through a model checking approach that follows the k-induction principle. To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt on providing a synthesis algorithm for an assume-guarantee framework, using infinite theories.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we present the first known algorithm of implementation synthesis from assume-guarantee contracts, using theories. To achieve this, we took advantage of our previous work, by extracting programs directly from the contract's proof of realizability. Additionally, the algorithm depends on the extraction of Skolem relations from the AE-VAL decision procedure for ∀∃-formulas.
Future work involves exploring the solution to many obstacles that stand still. First, we want to aim towards extending our current approach to other theories like linear real arithmetic, as AE-VAL currently only supports integer arithmetic. Another goal that we are interested in exploring is the definition of a better realizability checking algorithm based on the idea of invariant generation, using the idea of property directed reachability [29, 30, 31] . Another problem to potentially consider are cases where the provided implementation cannot actually be used in practice. This is an interesting area of research due to the use of infinite theories in our approach, which may result in implementations that use infinite precision, a feature that cannot be practically achieved by any real program.
Several other directions to improving our existing synthesis algorithm involve the improvement of representations in our context. For example the transition relation often takes up a big portion of the final SMT-LIB output that is given to AE-VAL to process, and is relatively hard to process. The same applies to the Skolem relation, which for this example is almost 900 lines of nested if-then-else blocks. An interesting approach to improving the algorithm's performance relies in the translation of the original data-flow program from Lustre to a finite state machine, using a sophisticated compilation methods as the ones presented in [32] . The disadvantage of using this approach is mainly that the final state machine is not guaranteed to be minimal, due to the declarative nature of the programs that we exercise. As a final remark, we intend to formally verify the synthesis algorithm presented in this paper, by extending the proof that has already been constructed for our algorithm on realizability checking.
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